
The Core System  

 Roll a d20.  

 Add the skill modifier of the relevant characteristic.  

 A score of 15, 16 or 17 is a minor success.  

 A score of 18 or more is a complete success.  

 An unmodified 1 is a critical failure.  

 An unmodified 20 is a critical success.  

Initiative  

To decide who acts first and how many panels there are in a round, each 

side rolls 1d6. The Referee rolls a d6 for the bad guys and one player rolls a 

d6 for the Heroes.  

The side with the highest score acts first.  

The number of panels each side gets in a round is the difference between 

the Initiative die rolls.  

The  characters will act in order of Agility. The character with the highest 

Agility on a given side will act first and the one with the lowest Agility will act 

last.  

Players may not choose to defer their actions until after one of their team-

mates has acted.  

They cannot wait or reserve actions until the bad guys have acted. If they 

do not choose to use their panels when it is their turn, then they lose them.  

If the die rolls are equal then both sides get two panels of action and act 

simultaneously - in strict order of Agility. The character, on either side, with 

the highest Agility will act first.  

Responses to attacks  

If a character is attacked they may choose to respond to the attack. 

This uses panels out of their future actions. They may not use more 

than 5 panels in advance in this way.  

When they are 5 panels in arrears they may make no further actions 

or responses until they gain some more panels in the usual flow of 

combat.  

Rounds and Panels  

Combat is played out in rounds. In every combat round each charac-

ter gets a number of “panels” in which to act.  

The exact number of panels each combatant gets is determined by 

the initiative score. It can vary from round to round.  

Unless otherwise specified, all actions in combat take a single comic-

book panel to execute.  

Rolling to Hit  

Whenever a character tries to attack another character with a physical at-

tack, the player must roll d20, add Dexterity skill modifier and get equal to 

or higher than 18.  

On a full success, significant characters use d10’s to calculate damage. 

Ordinary characters use d6’s.  

If they score 15, 16 or 17 the attack is a success but damage is reduced.  

On minor successes, player-characters use d6’s to calculate damage. Ordi-

nary characters use d3’s.  

The rules for automatic and critical successes and failures apply as usual.  

Critical Hits  

An unmodified roll of 20 in combat is a critical hit. It 

is always best for you to choose the effects of the 

Critical hit to be appropriate to the situation if pos-

sible.  

If, however, there is no obvious effect to apply, you 

can roll a d6 and consult the following table:  

Critical misses  

An unmodified roll of 1 in combat is a critical hit. It is 

always best for you, the Referee, to choose the ef-

fects of the Critical miss to be appropriate to the 

situation if possible.  

If, however, there is no obvious effect to apply, the 

Referee can roll a d6 on the following table:  



Dodge  
If an attack strikes, the target may attempt to Dodge.  

This must be announced and resolved in between 
the attack striking and the damage being rolled.  

The player cannot wait to see if the damage rolled is 
high or low before deciding to react.  

If the target is dodging an attack from a “normal” 
human – for example a Thug – the dodge takes no 
time.  

If they are dodging an attack from a significant oppo-
nent, like a Supervillain, this takes future panels.  

The target loses a panel for the dodge – whether the 
dodge is successful or not.  

If the target has already used 5 future panels, they 
may not dodge any attacks – even those from nor-
mal opponents.  

To dodge the target rolls a d20, adds their Agility 
Skill modifier and tries to get equal to or higher than 
18.  

If the dodge roll succeeds, the damage is avoided 
completely.  

If total of 15, 16 or 17 is achieved, the Kill and Stun 
damage are both halved (rounding halves down).  

Parrying  
If an attack strikes, the target may attempt to Parry. They 
use one of their usual attack forms to knock the incoming 
attack aside.  

This must be announced and resolved in between the 
attack striking and the damage being rolled.  

The player cannot wait to see if the damage rolled is high 
or low before deciding to react.  

If the target is parrying an attack from a “normal” human – 
for example a Thug – the parry takes no time. If they are 
parrying an attack from a significant opponent this will 
take a future panel whether the parry is successful or not.  

If the target has already used 5 future panels, they may 
not parry any attacks – even those from normal oppo-
nents.  

To parry an attack, the target rolls a d20, adds their Dex-
terity Skill modifier and tries to get equal to or higher than 
15. They are trying to hit the attack.  

If the parry roll succeeds the target rolls the usual damage 
for their attack, adding the Stun and Kill damage together.  

If the total is 15, 16, or 17 this total is calculated using 
d6’s instead of d10’s.  

The total is deducted from the Incoming damage, being 
taken off Kill damage first.  

If the damage done by the Parry exceeds the attack done 
by the attack any excess damage from the parry is ig-
nored. It does not affect the attacker in any way.  

Parrying Caveats, Exemptions and Special Cases  

1) You can use a melee attack mode to parry another melee attack mode.  

2) You cannot use a missile attack to parry a hand-to-hand attack.  

3) You can use a missile attack to parry another missile attack.  

4) You can use a hand-to-hand attack form to parry a slow-moving or human-
powered missile weapon attack.  

5) You normally cannot use a hand-to-hand attack to parry fast moving or me-
chanically propelled projectiles.  

6) If a Parry does sufficient Kill damage to totally destroy an incoming missile, it 
will be destroyed and will do no damage.  

7) An object can be used to Parry instead of an attack mode.  

Damage  
When an attack hits, the attacker rolls damage.  

All attacks do Kill and Stun damage. One of these is 1 die of damage, the other is 2 
dice of damage – depending upon the type of attack.  

Attacks which are intended to kill – swords, guns etc.- do 2 dice Kill damage and 1 die 
Stun damage.  

Non-lethal attacks – fists for example – do 2 dice Stun damage and 1 die Kill damage.  

Ordinary human beings use d6 to determine the damage from major attacks and d3 for 
minor successes.  

Significant or important characters use d10 for damage from successful attacks and d6 
for damage from minor successes.  

These dice will receive modifiers based upon Strength and any weapons and/or abilities 
or superpowers being used.  

Fists  
The most common attack in this kind of game is the good old fist.  

All fists suffer a -5 damage modifier to the Kill damage rolled.  

Effects of damage  
Whenever a character’s Kill or Stun points are reduced to less than 10% or less of their           
total, the character is stunned. Their movement is halved and all actions are performed              
with a -5 modifier on the die roll.  


